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Introduction 

Let A be a category with finite limits, or equivalently, finite products and 
equalizers. An object Y is Cartesian if the functor -x Y: A-*A has a right adjoint. 
We begin with a brief discussion of Cartesian objects in a general category A. In 
Sections 2-4 we give complete characterizations in three cases, namely, the category 
Top/T of topological spaces over a fixed space T, the category Un/T of uniform 
spaces over a fixed uniform space T, and the category of affine schemes over a fixed 
affine scheme. (This last category is, of course, the dual of the category of com- 
mutative K-algebras for some fixed commutative ring K.) 

If Y is a Cartesian topological space, then the right adjoint to -x Y can be 
expressed as a function space Top(Y, -), where Top( Y,Z) denotes the set of 
continuous maps from Y to Z. Cartesian objects in Top were characterized by Day 
and Kelly [2] as those spaces Y such that the lattice O(Y) of open subsets of Y is a 
continuous lattice (in the sense of Scott [12]). More recently, Hofmann and Lawson 
showed that every distributive continuous lattice is isomorphic to O(Y) for some 
Cartesian space Y [6]. 

In Section 2, we characterize Cartesian objects in Top/T. Among corollaries, we 
show that an object p : Y- T is Cartesian in Top/T whenever Y is locally compact 
and T is Hausdorff. We also deduce that the inclusion of a subspace Y of T is 
Cartesian in Top/T if and only if Y is a locally closed subset of T. 

As a consequence of the theorem we obtain for Un/T, we establish a somewhat 
surprising connection between Cartesian uniform spaces over T and covering spaces 
of T(or more specifically, overlays of Tin the sense of Fox [4]). In addition, when T 
is a one point space, we see that Y is Cartesian in Un if and only if its uniformity has 
a least member. 

We conclude our discussion of cartesianness in Section 4, by showing that a 
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scheme Spec A over Spec K is Cartesian in the category of affine schemes over Spec K 

if and only if A is finitely generated and projective as a K-module. 
This work is a part of a Ph.D. thesis [ 1 l] written under the direction of Professor 

Barry Mitchell at Rutgers University. The author would like to express her 
appreciation to Professor Mitchell for his constant support and encouragement. 

1. Cartesian objects 

Throughout this section all categories will have finite limits (equivalently, finite 
products and equalizers). If A is a category, then IAl denotes the class of objects of 
A, and A(X, Y) denotes the set of morphisms from X to Y in A. 

Given Y, ZE IAI, we define Zy to be any object of A representing A(- x Y, Z). An 
object Y is Cartesian if Zy exists for all ZE /A/, or equivalently if-x Y: A-+A has a 
right adjoint. A is carfesiun closed if every object of A is Cartesian. If A is pointed 
(in particular, abelien), then the only Cartesian objects are the zero objects, for if Y 
is Cartesian, then A( Y, Y) = A(0 x Y, Y) I A(0, YY), a one element set. It is also not 
difficult to show that Zyx r’~(Zy)y and Z’ s Z, where 1 is the terminal object of A. 

If TE IAl, then the category A/T of objects of A over T is the category whose 
objects are A-mcirphisms px : X-, T, and morphisms f: px*py are commutative 
triangles in”A of the form 

f 
X-Y 

Px 
\/ 

PY 

7 

A product Xx T becomes an object over T via the projection 7r2: Xx T-T. This 
induces a functor T* : A+A/T which is clearly right adjoint to the forgetful functor 
2,-: A/T+A. 

We note that A/T has finite limits, since A does, and they are determined as 
follows. Equalizers in A/T are formed as in A, i.e. the forgetful functor 
Zr: A/T-A creates them. The terminal object of A/T is the identity morphism 
1 r: T+ T. The product of px : X-+ T and py : Y- T in A/T is given by 
pxxpy:Xx,Y+T, whereXxTYisthepullbackofpxandpyinA,andpxxpyis 
the obvious projection. 

If py: Y+ T is an object of A/T, consider the functor p:: A/T+(A/T)/py. An 
object f :px+py of (A/T)/py is completely determined by the A-morphism 
f: X+ Y, i.e. by an object of A/Y. In particular, this correspondence yields an 
isomorphism of categories (A/T)/pY=A/Y. Thus, a morphism p: Y-T of A 
(considered as an object of A/T) induces a functor A/T+A/Y, which we shall also 
denote by p*. Its left adjoint is given by composition with p, and is denoted (via a 
similar abuse of notation) by J$,. 
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Given an object py : Y+ T of A/T, we can consider the following functors 

-xp,:A/T+A/T, p;: A/T+A/Y, - xr Y: A/T+A. 

They are sometimes referred to as the product, change of base, and the pullback 
functors, respectively. If py is a Cartesian object of A/T, then by definition - Xpy 

has a right adjoint. If p; has a right adjoint, it is denoted by IT,,. We shall see that 
any one of the above three functors has a right adjoint if and only if they all do. 
First, we prove a general proposition. 

If a functor F is left adjoint to G, we write F-t G. If f: FX- Y and g:XdGY 
correspond via the adjunction, we say that g is the right adjunct off. 

Proposition 1.1. A funcror F: B+A/T has a right adjoint if and only if ZToF has a 
right adjoint. 

Proof. If F has a right adjoint, then since L5r has a right adjoint, so does ZToF. 
Conversely, suppose Z:,OFI G’. If XE IBI, let ox: X+G’T be the right adjunct of 

FX considered as a morphism Zz(FX)-+ T. Then, if f: X+X’ is a B-morphism, the 
diagram 

f x-x 

OX 

\/ 

OX 

G’T 

is commutative. In other words, o is a natural transformation from the identity 
functor on B to the constant G’T-valued functor. If pr: Y-+ T is an object of A/T, 
let Gpy be the following equalizer in B 

Gp,*G’Y s G’T. 

Using naturality of o, it is clear how G: A/T-B becomes a functor. Applying 
B(X, -) we get an equalizer of sets 

BK GP yP*B(X, G’Y) 
WC G'P Y) 

WX UCFY) 
i B(X, G’T) 

1 I 
A(Z,(FX), Y) A(=‘y)‘pr) r A(&(FX), T) 

where Q is the map that makes the diagram commute in the obvious sense. By 
naturality of o, B(X, soy) takes everything to ox. Hence, Q takes everything to FX 
considered as a morphism of A. It follows that A/T(FX,py) is the equalizer of the 
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bottom row. Therefore, we obtain a natural bijection 

BW,GP,)=A/WX,P,) 

showing that Fi G. 

Corollary 1.2. The following are equivalent for an object p y : Y+ T of A/T: 

(a) - xp,: A/T-+A/T has a right adjoint (i.e. py is Cartesian in A/T); 
(b) p; : A/T+A/Y has a right adjoint; 
(c) -XT Y: A/T+A has a right adjoint. 

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 

A/T -XPv 
' A/T 

Applying Proposition 1 .I to the top (respectively, bottom) triangle yields the 
equivalence of (a) and (c) (respectively, (b) and (c)). 

If T= 1, the terminal object of A, then there is an isomorphism of categories 
A/l GA, and hence Corollary 1.2 says that -x Y: A+A has a right adjoint if and 
only if Y*: A+A/Y has a right adjoint. 

Corollary 1.3. If qx: X+ Y is Cartesian in A/Y and py: Y+ T is Cartesian in A/T, 
then XL YA T is Cartesian in A/T. 

Proof. By Corollary 1.2(a)=(b), we know that pF:A/T*A/Y and q$: A/Y-+ 
A/X have right adjoints. Therefore, their composite q;opF : A/T-+A/X has a right 
adjoint, and so by Corollary 1.2(b) =(a) X--“?- YL T is Cartesian in A/T. 

Corollary 1.4. Suppose that py: Y* T is Cartesian in A/T, and f: S+ T is a 
morphism of A. Then f *(p y) is Cartesian in A/S. 

Proof. By Corollary 1.2(a)=(c), it suffices to show that - XS (Y xTS) : A/S+A has 
a right adjoint, where YxrS is an object over S via f *(py). If qx: X-S is an object 
of A/S, then the juxtaposition of pullbacks 

Xl 
Xx,(YxrS)& YXTS- Y 

X 
4x f 

* S- T 
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is a pullback in A, and hence induces an isomorphism X xr Yz X xs (Y x,S), which 
is clearly natural in X. Thus, we have a diagram 

A/S 
-xs(yxTa 

+A 

A/T 

of functors which commutes up to natural isomorphism. Therefore, -x,(YxrS) 
has a right adjoint since _J5” does, in general, and - xr Y does by Corollary 
1.2(a) = (c). 

2. Cartesian objects of Top/T 

Let py: Y+T be an object of Top/T. Then, Y is the total space, T is the base 
space, and p y is the projection. By a space Y over T, we shall mean a topological 
space Y together with a particular projection p y: Y* T. 

Suppose that t E T. Then the one point space 1 becomes a space over T via the 
constant t-valued map, which we shall denote by t : 1 --* T. If p y : Y+ T is continuous 
and A is a subset of Y, let A, =A np; ‘(t). Thefiber of Y over t is the set Y, with the 
subspace topology. It is not difficult to see that as a set Y, can be identified with 
Top/T(t,p,), and as a space Y, is homeomorphic to the total space of p y x t. 

Let py : Y-r T and pz : Z+ T be objects of Top/T. If (pz)“y exists in Top/T, we 
have a bijection 

e 
ToP/T(P, x PY, PZ) - ToPWP,, (PzY”) 

which is natural in px. Taking px to be constant t-valued maps, we see that the total 
space of (pz)py can be identified with the set of pairs (0, t), where G: Y, +Z, is a 
continuous map. If XE X,, then applying naturality to one point inclusions x: 1 -X 
(considered as morphisms t+px) and using the above identification, we obtain 

where f: Xx, Y-+Z is a continuous map over T, and y E YP,V(.r). 
Now, if py : Y+ T and pz: Z+ T are any objects of Top/T, motivated by the 

above, we define (py,pz) to be the collection of pairs (a, t) with 0: Y!-Z, 
continuous. We are going to topologize (py,pz) so that ( , ) (with the obvious 
projection) becomes a functor (Top/T)“P x Top/T*Top/T. Moreover, when (pz)“y 
exists in Top/T, it will turn out that its total space has the same topology as 

@Y9 Pz). 

Let H be a subset of the collection O(Y) of open subsets of Y. We say that H is 
saturated if, LIE H, UC V= VE H, and H has the finite union property (fup) if, 
UA U, E H=& fJ, E H, for some finite Fc A. The family of saturated H with fup 
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defines a topology which is known as the Scott-topology on the lattice O(Y) [ 121. 

Lemma 2.1 (Day and Kelly [2]). If Y is a Hausdorff space, then the compact subsets 
of Y are precisely those of the form n H, where His a nonempty Scott-open subset 

of O(Y). 

Proof. If C is a compact subset of Y, then clearly the collection of open subsets 
containing C is saturated with fup. But in a T, space, any subset C is of the form 
nH where H is the collection of open subsets containing C. This proves one 
direction. 

For the converse, suppose His a nonempty Scott-open subset of O(Y). First we 
show that nH is closed. If yenH, then ye I/ for some VE H. For every VE V 
choose nonintersecting open neighborhoods WV and V, of y and v, respectively. Then 

U YE v V, e H and hence some finite union of the V, is in H. Let U be the intersection 
of the corresponding WV. Then YE UC Y \ nH, and it follows that nH is closed. 
Now, suppose H is nonempty and let { Ua}aeA be an open cover for nH. Then 
(UA c/,) U (Y \ nH> = YE H since H is nonempty and saturated, so by the fup 
(& r/J U (Y \ nH> E H for some finite F c A ., Therefore, r)H G UF U=, showing ’ 

that r)H is compact. 

If pr: Y-T is an object of Top/T, let O(py) denote the collection of pairs (r/, I) 

where to Tand UEO( Y,), with the obvious projection O(py)+ T. In the following, 
we shall identify O(p,), with 0( Y,). If HC O(pu), we say that His saturated or has 
fup if H[ does for all t E T. We say that H is binding if {t 1 (I/,, t) E H,} is open in T 
whenever U is open in Y. The collection of saturated, binding H with fup is denoted 
by yP,,. Thus, every open subset of 0( Y,) is Scott-open. 

Suppose 2 is a space over T with projection pz. For HE .fp,, and W open in Z, 

define (H, I+? 5; @u, PZ) by 

We give (au, pz) the topology whose subbase is the collection of all such (H, W). It 
is routine to check that the projection (pu,pz)+ T is continuous and ( , ) defines a 
functor (Top/T)OP x Top/T+Top/T. The latter fact uses the following principle. If 
f: Y+ Y’ is a morphism of spaces over T and HE $, , define H’ = {(V, t) / I/ E O( Y;) 
and Cf-‘U,t)EH}. Then H’E_~“~, 

Suppose px: X+ T and pr : Y+ T are spaces over T. If x E X,, let (x, -) : Y, * 
X, x Y, be given by y-(x, y). Composing with the obvious isomorphism 
X, x Y,-(Xx, Y), we obtain a continuous map Y,*(Xx, Y), which we shall also 
denote by (x, -). Define q : X-+(p,, Px xpy) by q(x) = ((x, -), t) where px(x) = t. 

Lemma 2.2. If px: X+ T and p y: Y+ T are objects of Top/T, then T,I IX-+ 
(py, px x pu) defined above is continuous. 
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Proof. Let HE xP, and let W be open in Xx, Y. Suppose a(x) E (H, W), where 
XE X,. Then ({yl(x,y)~ W},t)eH. For each such y, there exist open neighbor- 
hoods My and NY of x and y in X and Y, respectively, with My xTNy c W. Since 
{ y ) (x,y) E W,} c IJ, (N,), , by Scott-openness of Ht , the union of a finite number of 
the (N,,), is in H, (abuse of notation). Let N be the union of the corresponding NY 
and M the intersection of the corresponding lyy. Suppose G = {s E TI (N,, s) E HS}. 
By the binding property G is open. Furthermore, I E G. Consider V=Mflp,‘G. 
Clearly, XE V. If X’E V,, then ((y 1 (x’,y) E W,),s) E H, since the first coordinate 
contains N,. Therefore, ql/l; (H, W), and it follows that q is continuous. 

Let 2 denote the Sierpinski space, i.e., the two-point space (0, l} with { 1) open 
but not (0). A continuous mapf: Y-+2 can be identified with an open subset of Y, 
namely f- ‘(1). More generally, (pr, n2 : 2 x T+ T) can be identified with O(pr). If 
H is a subset of O(p,), we let nH be the subset of Y whose fiber over t is inHI, 
where H, is considered as a subset of 0( Y,) and it is understood that if H, = 0, then 
nH, is all of Y,. 

Theorem 2.3. The following are equivalent for an object pr : Y+ T of Top/T 

(a) -~PY+(~Y,-). 

(b) py is Cartesian in Top/T. 

(c) (x2 : 2 x Td T)J’y exists in Top/T. 

(d) Given y E WE 0( Y,), there exists HE $,,, such that (U, t) E H and OH is a 
neighborhood of y in Y. 

(e) p; : Top/T+Top/Y has a right adjoint. 
(f) - XT Y: Top/T-+Top has a right adjoint. 
(g) fxTIx:XxTY+X'xTYisa quotient map wheneverf:X+X’isa quotient 

map over T. 

Proof. (a)=(b)*(c) is clear. (b) e (e) o (f) follows from Corollary 1.2. We shall 
show that (c) = (d) =) (a) and (f) 0 (g). 

(c)=(d). We have seen that if (pz)Pr exists, its total space can be identified with 
the set (py,pz) of pairs (a, t), where CJ : Yr -Z, is continuous, and moreover the 
bijection 

Top/T(px x pr, PZ) g ToP/T(Px, (Pz)~‘> 

is the obvious one. Consequently, taking px=(pz)P~, we see that the map 
E : (pz)Py xpy-+pz given by ~((0, t),y) = ay must be continuous since it corresponds 
under B to lo,z)Py. In particular, taking 2=2 x T, and using its identification with 
(n2 : 2 x T- T)Pr, O(p,) becomes a space over T. In the remainder of the proof of 
(c) = (d) we shall assume that O(py) has the topology induced by this identification. 
The continuous map & : O(py) XT Y-2 x T is clearly given by 

&((L! thy) = 
(1,t) ifyc U, 

(0, t) otherwise. 
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First, we show that if YE UE 0( Y,), then continuity of E : O(py) xr Y-2x T 
implies the existence of an open subset H of O(p,) such that (CJ, t) E Hand nH is a 
neighborhood of y in Y. Then it suffices to show that every open subset of O(pr) is 
in yP,. 

Suppose YE UE 0( Y,). Then {l} x T is an open neighborhood of E(( U, t),y) in 
2 x T. By continuity of E, there exists H open in O(p,) with (U, t) E H, and Vopen in 
Y with YE V such that &(HxT V)c { 1) x 7. It follows that K nH since 
E(( V’, t’),y’) = (1, t’) for every ((V’, t’),y’) E Hx, V, and hence nH is a neighborhood 
ofyin Y. 

Note that since 8 takes continuous maps to continuous maps, if W is open in 
Xx, Y, then the map XdO(pr) given by x-(W[x],t) is continuous, where 

P,&)=tand WX]={Y~(X,Y)E W}. 

Let H be any open subset of O@,). Suppose that t E T, { Ua}aaA 5 O( Y,) and 
(UA U,, t) E H. Let A be the collection of finite subsets of A together with A itself, 
andlet V~;beopenifA$VorifAEVand1/2{GIG~F}forsomefiniteFEA. 
Let A-T be the constant t-valued map, and let WC a xT YzA x Y, be defined as 
follows 

W= (GY)IYEU uct . 
G 1 

Then W is open in a xr Y, sincey E Uo Ua implies that y E U, for some cr E A, and so 
G +. ( W[G], t) is a continuous map A -O(p,) and (W[A], t) E H. Hence, there exists 
a finite FC A such that (W[F], t) E H. This shows that H has fup. 

For the binding property, let V be open in Y= TX, Y. Then t- (v, t) defines a 
continuous map T+O(py), and so clearly His binding. 

Finally, to see that H is saturated, suppose UC_ VE 0( Y,) and (U, t) E H. Consider 
2 as a space over T via the constant f-valued map. Define WC 2 xT Ya 2 x Y, by 
W= (0) x UU { 1) x V. Then W is open and so since (W[O], t) = (U, t) E Hl it follows 
that ( W[ 11, t) = ( V, t) E HI, as desired. 

(d)=+(a). Consider q:px+(pr,pxxpy) and E: (pu,pz) xpy-+pz defined as 
before. By Lemma 2.2, ?,J is continuous. To see that E is continuous, suppose W is 
open in Zand .s((o,t),y) =ay~ W, where ((a, t).y) c(py,pZ) x2. Y. Theny Eo-‘(I+$) 
which is open in Y,, so by (d) there exists HE ,rP, such that (o- ‘( W,), t) E H and nH 
is a neighborhood of y in Y. Then 

((a,t),r)~ (H, W x,()HW’(W) 

Therefore, E is continuous. One then easily checks that the adjoint functor identities 
hold relative to E and q. 

(f)=(g). If - xr Y: Top/T+Top has a right then it preserves coequaliters. But 
every quotient map over T is a coequalizer. Therefore, - xr Y takes quotient maps 
over T to quotient maps in Top. 

(g)=(f). The functor - xr Y preserves coproducts (i.e. disjoint unions) in any case, 
and it also preserves coequalizers at the set level. Therefore, if it takes quotient maps 
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over T to quotient maps, then it preserves coequalizers in Top/T, hence all colimits. 
The result follows from the dual of the special adjoint functor theorem [5; p. 891. 

The implication (d)=(a) owes much to an unpublished proof of Mitchell of the 
following corollary. 

A space Y is locally compact if every element of Y has a basic family of compact 
neighborhoods. Note that this is not the usual definition unless Y is Hausdorff. 

If T is a one point space and Y is locally compact, then it is not difficult to show 
that the topology on (Y, Z) is the compact-open topology. To see this it suffices to 
show that (Y, 2) has the compact-open topology, since for any space both topologies 
on Top( Y,Z) can be described as the coarsest topology such that all maps 
Top( Y,f) : Top( Y, Z)+Top( Y, 2) are continuous, wheref: Z+2 is continuous. But 
this is straightforward, and hence left to the reader. 

Corollary 2.4. If Y is locally compact and T is Hausdorff, then any continuous map 
p : Y- T is Cartesian in Top/T. 

Proof. If C is a compact subset of Y, define HG O(pl,) by H= ((U, t) 1 C, c V}. 
Now, C, is compact since T is T,, and so H, is Scott-open for all t E 7, i.e. H is 
saturated and has fup. To see that His binding suppose Uis an open in Y. SinceplC 
is a continuous map from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, it is closed. 
Therefore, p(C\ U) is a closed subset of T. But 

T\~(C\~)={tlC,c~,}={~l(~,,t)~H}. 

Hence His binding. The result follows easily from Theorem 2.3(d) since every point 
of Y has a basic family of such C as neighborhoods. 

Using Lemma 2.1 and condition (d) of the theorem, we obtain the following 
corollary, which was first proved in [2]. 

Corollary 2.5. if Y is locally compact, then Y is Cartesian in Top. On the other 
hand, if Y is Hausdorff and Cartesian in Top, then Y is locally compact. 

It follows that to exhibit noncartesian objects of Top, it suffices to exhibit 
Hausdorff spaces which are not locally compact, for example, the rational numbers, 
or the open disc with one boundary point. 

A subset Y of T is locally closed if Y = Ufl F, where U is open in T and F is closed 
in 7. 

Lemma 2.6. A subset Y of T is locahy closed if for every ye Y there is an open 
neighborhood U of y in T such that Un Y= Un F for some closed F in T. 

Proof. If F is closed and U is open, then the condition Ufl Y= UfIF easily implies 
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that Llfl Y= L/fl Y. Then choosing such a U, say U_“, for each y E Y, we have 

Y= u (v,n Y)= u (u,nP)= U r/,‘ f-07 
ye Y .“E Y ( j Ye y 

Corollary 2.7. If Y is a subspace of T, then the inclusion i: Y-+ T is Cartesian in 
Top/T if and only if Y is a locah’y closed subset of T. 

Proof. For the ‘if’ direction it suffices to show that if Y is either open or closed in 
T, then i: Y-T is Cartesian in Top/T, since the product of two Cartesian objects of 
any category is Cartesian. We shall use Theorem 2.7(d)=(b). 

Suppose ye LIE O(Y,). Let H= (({t), t) 1 tE Y} if Y is open in T, and let H= 
(({t}, t) 1 t E Y} U { (0, t)] t $ Y} if Y is closed in T. Note that when Y is closed this 
addition is necessary to make H binding. Then HE %$, (U, t) E H and nH = Y. 

For the converse, suppose i: Y+ T is Cartesian in Top/T. By Theorem 
2.3(b)=(d), if YE Y, there exists HEX; such that ({y},y)~H and H is a 
neighborhood of y in Y. Let G be an open subset of T with y E Gtl Y c nH and 
consider 

U=Gfl{tlH,#O} and F={tl(O,t)bH}. 

Then U is open since {t 1 H( # 0} = {t 1 (Y,, t) E H} which is open by the saturated and 
binding properties of H, and F is closed since its complement is open by the binding 
property of H. Then YE Ufl F= Un Y, and so by the above lemma, Y is locally 
closed in T. 

Lemma 2.8. Let @ be an open cover of Y. A morphism p: Y* T is Cartesian in 
Top/Tif and only if l/L YA T is Cartesian in Top/Tfor every UCS 9. 

Proof. If YA T is Cartesian in Top/T and UE ;&, then UL YL T is 
Cartesian in Top/T by Corollary 1.3, since U- Y is Cartesian Top/Y by 
Corollary 2.7. 

Suppose UL Y P + T is Cartesian in Top/T for every UE -@, and let V be 
an open neighborhood of y in Y,. Then YE U, for some UC 9, and so by Theorem 
2.3(b)=(d) there exists HE X&i such (Ufl V, t) E H and r)H is a neighborhood of y 
in U. Now, HE $oi gives rise to H’EyP using the inclusion UA Y, i.e. 
H’ = {(U’, t) 1 (i-l U’, t) E H}. Hence, the result easily follows by (d)=(b) of the 
theorem. 

Corollary 2.9. Every local homeomorphism Y+ T is Cartesian in Top/T. 

By Corollary 1.4, if f: S+ T is a continuous map, then f *: Top/T-+Top/S 
preserves Cartesian objects. In particular, taking S= 1 and f = t the constant t-valued 
map, it follows that if pu: Y-+ T is Cartesian in Top/T, then Y( is Cartesian in Top. 
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Similarly, if F is Cartesian in Top, then 7r2 : Fx T+ T is Cartesian in Top/T. 
Let p : Y-+ T be a continuous map. Then p is locally trivial with fiber F if there is 

an open cover 9 of T, and homeomorphisms p- ‘L/a Fx U such that 

p-‘U GFxLJ 

\/ 
U 

commutes, for all LIE 4/. 

Corollary 2.10. Let p : Y- T be a locally trivial space with fiber F. Then p : Y+ T is 
Cartesian in Top/T if and only if F is Cartesian in Top. 

Proof. If p : Y+ T is Cartesian over T, then by the above remark F= Yt is Cartesian. 
Conversely, if -& is an open cover of T such that p- ’ US F x U for every UE V, then 
by Lemma 2.8 and the above remark p : Y- T is Cartesian in Top/T. 

3. Cartesian objects in U&T 

We begin with a quick review of uniform spaces. For all unfamiliar terminology 
and unproved statements we refer the reader to [9, Chapter 61. 

Let X be a set. For U, VcXxX, define U-‘={(x,y)~(y,x)~U} and Uo V= 
{(x,y)j(x,z)~ Vand(z,y)EUforsomezEX}. Letd={(x,x)(x~X}.Auniformity 
on X is a collection +V of subsets of XxX satisfying 

(i) d C CJ, for all UC #. 
(ii) U ~2 # = U- ’ c @. 

(iii) UE W = Vo VC U, for some VE # (triangle inequality). 
(iv) U, VE 4 = Ufl VE #. 
(v) UC vcxxx,’ UE: I = VE @. 

The pair (X, ‘u) is a uniform space. If UE @, then we say that U is uniform for X. 
Let X and Y be uniform spaces. A map f: X- Y is uniform/y continuous if 

(fxf)-I( V) is uniform for X whenever V is uniform for Y. Let Un denote the 
category of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 

If if, : X-+&~aeA is a family of maps where each X, is a uniform space and X is 
a set, then { (Jh x f,)- ‘(U) 1 U is uniform for X, , a E A } is a subbase for a uniformity 
on X, called the uniformity induced by the f=‘s. In particular, if Y is a uniform space 
and Xc Y, then the uniformity induced by the inclusion is called the relative 
uniformity on X, and X is a sub-uniform space of Y. Limits in Un are formed in 
Sets and given the uniformity induced by the projections. 

If if, : -JG -+XLA is a family of maps where each X, is a uniform space and X is 
a set, one can also define the uniformity coinduced by f=‘s as the uniformity induced 
by the family of all maps g : X-2 where Z is a uniform space and f og is uniformly 
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continuous for all a E A. Note that this seemingly awkward definition is necessary to 
obtain the triangle inequality. If f: X-+x’ is a uniformly continuous surjection and 
x’ has the uniformity coinduced by f, we say that f is a quotient map. Colimits in 
Un are formed in Sets and given the uniformity coinduced by the injections. 

Let T be a uniform space, and suppose p,: Y+ T is an object of Un/T. Then Y is 
the total space, T is the base space, and py is the projection. By a uniform space over 
T, we shall mean a uniform space Y together with a particular projection py : Y+ T. 
We shall say that a morphism f :px+px of Un/T is a quotient map, if f: X*x is 
a quotient map in Un. 

Lemma 3.1. If p: Y+T is a uniformly continuous map, then -xTY: Un/T+Un 
preserves quotient maps. 

Proof. The case where T is a one point space appears as an exercise in [S, p. 53, 
8(c)]. For a proof one can also see [7, p. 961. Using this, as well as the fact that 
x’xr Y has the relative uniformity as a subset of Xx Y, it is easy to see that 
commutativity of 

I ,I 
XXY fX1y X'XY 

implies that f xT. 1 y is a quotient map whenever f is. 

Suppose t .s 7. Then the one point uniform space 1 becomes a uniform space over 
T via the constant t-valued map t : 1 4 T. If pr : Y-c T is a uniform space over 7’. then 
the fiber of Y over t is the set Y, with the relative uniformity. As in Top, the 
underlying set of Y, can be identified with Un/T(t,p,), and as a uniform space Y, is 
isomorphic to the total space of p y x t. 

Let py: Y-+ T and pz : Z+ T be objects of U&T. If (pz)pr exists in Un/T, then 
arguing as in Top, its total space can be identified with the set of pairs (o,t) where 
CJ : Y, -+Z, is uniformly continuous, and moreover the bijection 

is the obvious one. 
Let d: Yx Y+ IR be a pseudometric on the set Y. Given r E R’ , let U, = 

{(y,y’)Id(y,y’)<r). Then the collection of UC Yx Y such that U,G U for some 
positive real number r is a uniformity on Y. When Y= IR and d is the usual metric, 
this uniformity is called the usual uniformity. 

Lemma 3.2 (Metrization lemma, Kelley [9, p. lSS]). If Y is a uniform space and U is 
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uniform for Y, then (relative to the product uniformity on Y x Y and the usual 
uniformity on iR) there is a uniformly continuous pseudometric d: Y x Y-R such 
that 

{(y,y’) I d(y,y’) < 11 z; u. 

Remark. The map min : R x R-+ IT? is uniformly continuous. Therefore, we may 
assume that d: Y x Y-Z in the lemma since min(1, d(y, y’)) : Y x Y-Z is a pseudo- 
metric, where Z is the unit interval with the relative uniformity. Actually, we shall 
not be using the fact that d satisfies the triangle inequality, only that d is uniformly 
continuous and satisfies d(y, y) = 0 for all y E Y. 

If pu: Y-+ T is an object of U&T, t, t’e T and VC Yx Y, let 

Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent for py : Y- T in Un/T 
(a) py is Cartesian in Un/T. 
(b) (rr2 : Ix T+ T)PY exists in Un/T. 
(c) There exists U, uniform for Y satisfying 

(i) GY = {(I, t’) 1 V,,,, G I$,,} is uniform for Tfor aI/ V uniform for Y. 
(ii) there exists Go uniform fat T such that the projection L&, * Y, is a 
surjection whenever (t, t’) E Go. 

(d) p; : Un/T+Un/T has a right adjoint. 

(e) - xT Y: Un/T+Un has a right adjoint. 
(f) - x r Y preserves coproducts. 

Remarks. The reader should not the analogy between Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 
3.3, i.e., 2.3(b)-(g) correspond to 3.3(a)-(f). In particular, the unit interval Z is the 
‘Sierpinski’ uniform space. Of course, 2.3(g) and 3.3(f) are not quite the same, i.e. 
-x7 Y: Top/T-Top preserves coproducts but not quotients in general, while 
- xr Y: Un/T+Un preserves quotients but not coproducts in general. Finally, the 
absence of an analogue to 2.3(a) is due to the fact that we were unable to define the 
necessary uniformity on the appropriate ‘function space’ without some assumption 
on the exponent. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. (a) =) (b) is clear. (a) e(d) e (e) follows from Corollary 1.2. 
We shall show that (b) 3 (c) * (a) and (e) e (f). 

(b)*(c). If (x2. * Ix T* T)py exists in Un/T, then as before, its total space, which 
we shall denote by (py,Zx T), can be identified with the set of pairs (a, t) with 
o : Y, *(lx T), z Z uniformly continuous. Moreover, the bijection 

Un/T(px xp,,Zx T-t T) & Un/T(p,, (Zx T+T)Pr) 

is the obvious one. Then map (py,Zx T)x,YdZx TA Z given by 
((a, t),y)--ay is uniformly continuous since it corresponds to lcPv.lX n under 8. 
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Since {(x,x’) E Ix II /x - x’j c 1) is uniform for f, by uniform continuity of rt,e there 
exists F uniform for (pu, Ix T) and V, uniform for Y such that 

lay- a’y’l c 1 whenever ((a, t), (o’, t’)) E F, (y,y’) E V,,,.. (1) 

To show that (i) holds, let V be uniform for Y. By the metrization lemma, there 
exists a uniformly continuous pseudometric d: Y x Y+f with 

VZ {(y,y’)Id(y,y’)< 11. 

The map (Y x T) xr Y-, Yx Y given by ((y, t),y’)-(y,y’) is an isomorphism of 
uniform spaces since the outer rectangle and the right square of the diagram 

YXY lYXPY, YxT nl + y 

4 ! I 
Y &T-l 

are pullbacks, and hence the left square is a pullback. Thus, d induces a uniformly 
continuous map d: Y x T+(p,, Ix T) defined by a(y, I) = (d(y, -), t), where 
d(y, -) : Y, +I. Hence, there exists V’ uniform for Y and G uniform for T such that 
(a(y, t), a(y’, t’)) E F whenever (y,y’) E v’ and (f, t’) E G. In particular, we have 

(r?(y, t), d(y, t’)) E F whenever y E Y, (t, t’) E G (2) 

since v’ contains the diagonal. We claim that CC Gy= {(t,t’)I l&, c V,,,). If 

(6 1’) E G and (Y, y’) E l&,, , then using (1) and (2) we have 

d(y,y’) = Id(y,y) - d(y,y’)l = I&(% thy) - E(d(y, f).Y')l < 1. 

It follows that (y,y’) c l$, proving (i). 
To prove (ii), let F’ be symmetric and uniform for (pu,lx T) with F’oF’C F. 

Taking X= T and px= lr, we see that the map T-r(p,,lx T) defined by t-(1, t) 
(where 1 denotes the consta::;;valued map Y, +I) is uniformly continuous since it 

corresponds to Tx,Ys Y- Ix T under 8. Therefore, 

G’= ((t,t’)I ((l,O,(l,f’))~F’) 

is uniform for T. 

Let d: Y x Y-I be a uniformly continuous pseudometric with 

v, 1 {(Y,Y’) I4y.y’) < 11. 

Replacing F with F’ in the proof of (i) we get G uniform for T such that 
<a(y, t), a(y, t’)) E F’ whenever y E Y, (f, t’) E G. 

We claim that if (t, t’) E G,-, = Gfl G’, then the projection &,,,-+ Y, is surjective, 
proving (ii). Suppose that (t,t’)~ GO, YE Y, and (y,y’) d V, for all y’~ Y,,. Then 
dQ, -) : Y,. -I is constant l-valued so a(y, t’) = (1, t’). Therefore, (a(y, t), (1, t’)) E F 
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since (t, t’) E G and ((1, t’), (1, f)) E F’ since (f, f’) G’ and F’ is symmetric. Hence, 
(d(y,t),(l,f))~F’oF’<F, and it follows that 

1 = Id(Y,Y)- I/= l&(a(Y,t>,Y>-E((l,~),Y)l< 1. 

This contradiction shows that (y,y’) E I$, for some y’E Y,,. 
(C)W (a). Fix V, and GO satisfying (c). Let Y be symmetric and uniform for Y with 

Vo Vg; V,. Then I&,, = V,,, whenever (f, I’) E Gy. Thus, replacing GO by Go tl GV and 
VO by Vin (c), we see that (i) and (ii) still hold, but now we have 6 symmetric and 
furthermore 

V owO v,w c v,,,” whenever (1, f”) E Go. (3) 

Now, suppose that (f,f’)e Go. Let (y,y”)~ I& and use (ii) to obtain (y,y’)~ I&,. 
If, in addition, (f’, f”) E Go, then by symmetry of G and (3) we see that (y’,y”) E Vc,. 
Thus we have shown that 

V owe vow 2 6,” whenever (t, t’), (f’, f”) E Go. (4) 

Suppose pz : Z+ T is an object of Un/T. Let (pr,pz) denote the set of pairs (a, t) 
with o: Y, -Z, uniformly continuous. Given G uniform for Tand Wuniform for Z, 
we define (G, IV) to be the set of pairs ((cr, f), (d, f’)) E (pr,pz) x (py,pz) such that 
(t, t’) E G and (oy, oy’) E W for all l&. We claim that the collection of such (G, W) 
gives a base for a uniformity on (pr,pz). It is easy to see that ((cr, f), (0, t)) E (G, W) 
for all uniformly continuous u : Y, -+Z, since Volt is the least member of the relative 
uniformity on Y, by (i). Also, (G, W)-I= (G- l, W-l > since V. is symmetric, and 
clearly (G, W) n (G’, W’) = (Gn G’, Wn W’). It remains to check the triangle 
inequality. Given’ (G, W), let G’ be uniform for T with G’o G’ c Gfl Go and w’ be 
uniform for Z with w’o w’c W. Suppose ((a, 1),(a’, t’))~ (G’, IV’) and 
((a’, I’), (a”, f”)) E (G’, IV’). Then (t, t”) E G. If (y, y”) E &, then since (t, f’), (f’, f”) E 

Go, by (4) we get y’~ Y,, such that (y,y’) E V,,,, and (y’,y”) E P&-. It follows that 
(oy, a”~“) E IV’0 w’ c W, and so we have shown that (G’, IV’) 0 (G’, IV’) c (G, W). 

Let (p+: (pr,pz)+ T denote the projection (a, f) - f. Then (p#y is uniformly 
continuous since the inverse image of G is (G, Z x Z). Iff: pz +pr is a morphism of 
U&T, and cf)py : (pz)py -(pz.)py is the obvious map, then 

(cf)Pyxcf)Py)-‘~G, W) = (G,Cfxf)-‘(IQ). 

Thus, we get a functor ( )Pr: Un/T+Un/T. 
Consider E : (pu,pz) xT Y+Z given by ~((0, f), y) = oy. If W is uniform for Z, then 

we have 
(TxT, w>x,V,c(~x~)-‘(W) 

and hence E is uniformly continuous. Now, consider q : X+(p,,p, xpy) given by 
q(x)=((x,-),f) for XEX,, where (x,-): Y,-+X,x Y,=(XxrY), is the mapy-(x,y). 
If (G, I/X, V) is a basic uniform set for (pu,px XP~), then 

Lln(P,Xp~)-‘(GnG.)S(rlXrl)-‘((G, UXr V)). 
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This shows that q is uniformly continuous. Finally, one checks that the adjunction 
identities for adjoint functors hold relative to E and q. 

(e)=(f). If - xT Y: Un/T+Un has a right adjoint, then it preserves coproducts, 
i.e., sums over T. 

(f) = (e). By Lemma 3.1, - xr Y preserves quotient maps, and hence coequalizers. 
Therefore, since it preserves coproducts by assumption, it preserves all colimits. The 
result follows from the dual of the special adjoint functor theorem [5; p. 891. 

Corollary 3.4. A uniform space is Cartesian in Un if and only if its uniformity has a 
least member. In particular, a T,, uniform space is Cartesian if and only if it is 
discrete. 

If T is a uniform space we will always consider T as a topological space via the 
uniform topology, that is, U is open in Tif for every t E U there exists G uniform for 
T such that G[t] = {s 1 (t,s) E G} c Cl. 

Let Y and T be topological spaces. A continuous map p : Y- T is an overlaying, 
or Y is an overlay of T, if there exists an open cover Y of T and an open cover 
(Au 1 iE I,} of p- ‘U for each U E W, such that p maps each A” homeomorphically 
onto U, and such that AYflA,r is either empty or maps onto r/n V. It follows, in 
particular, that for fixed U the sets A: are disjoint, sop is a covering map. On the 
other hand, examples of covering maps which are not overlayings are given in [4]. 

If T is a uniform space, an open cover +V of T is a uniform cover if # has a refine- 
ment of the form (G[t]},, T for some G uniform for T. In this case we say that G is 
subordinate to iu. 

Let Y be a topological space and T a uniform space. Then an overlaying p : Y+ T 
is uniform if the open cover V can be taken to be uniform. 

We recall that every uniform space has a base consisting of open (in the product 
topology on TX T) symmetric neighborhoods of the diagonal [9, p. 1791. 

In the following, by a uniformity on a space T we shall mean a uniformity on T 
such that the uniform topology agrees with the given topology. 

Theorem 3.5. Let T be a uniform space, Y a topological space, and let p : Y+ T be a 
continuous map. Then Y is a uniform overlay of T if and only if Y has TO fibers and 
there exists a uniformity on Y such that p is Cartesian in Un/T. 

Proof. Suppose p: Y+T is a uniform overlaying. Let V and (AU} be as in the 
definition. Let ?? be the collection of all symmetric open uniform sets for T which 
are subordinate to a. If GE y and YE Y,, let G[t] c UE %. Let i be the index such 
that y E AU. Define 

Vo[y] =AyfIp-‘(G[t]). (5) 

From the definition of overlay it follows immediately that this is independent of the 
choice of Cl. Then one easily checks the following conditions. 
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(i) (y,y) E VG for all YE Y. 
(ii) (Vo)- ’ = V, (using symmetry of G). 

(iii) Vofl V,= VcnH. 

(iv) If HoH~Gand H,GE 3, then VHo VHc VG. 

In other words, { VG / GE 5 ) is a base for a uniformity on Y. If G is uniform for T 

and Hc G with HE :5, then 

(PXP)-‘(G)z(PxP)-‘(H)a VH, 

sop is uniformly continuous. From (5) we see that a basic neighborhood of y in the 
uniform topology is a neighborhood in the given topology. On the other hand, since 
T has the uniform topology and p is a local homeomorphism it follows that any 
neighborhood of y in the given topology contains a subset of the form VG[y]. Thus 
the uniform topology agrees with the given topology. Finally, we check that (i) and 
(ii) hold. Fix G,, E 5 and let I$ = Vc,. Then (ii) is clear and (i) follows from the 
observation that G(l G, c {(f, t’) ( V,,,, c V&) for any GE 5. 

For the converse, suppose that there exists a uniformity on Y such that p is 
Cartesian in Un/T. Let V. and Go be as in Theorem 3.3(c). As in the proof of(c)=(a) 
of Theorem 3.3 we may assume that V, and G, are open and symmetric, and 
moreover 

v,,,l”” Vow c VI,,” (6) 

whenever (f, t”) E Go. Let G be open and symmetric with GoGc G, and let 
V= V,,fl(p xp)-l(G). Moreover, every V uniform for Y contains a V, with these 
properties. 

Fix such a Vand G. Then G[t] and v[y] are open in Tand Y, respectively, since G 
and V are open in TX T and Y x Y, respectively. We claim that 

P-YG[tl) =YuY, v[ul. 

Obviously, the right side is contained in the left side. Take y’ in the left side, say 
py’=I’, where (I,~‘)E G. Then there exists YE Y, such that (y,y’)~ V since the 
projection I$ + Y,, is surjective. Interchanging the roles of y and y’ in the argument 
shows that each v[y] maps onto G[t]. Then using (6) and the fact that Y,, is discrete 
we see that p: v[y] +G[f] is injective for all YE Y,. To see that each p / v[y] is a 
homeomorphism it suffices to show that p is open. For this it suffices to show that 
for any point YE Y, p maps arbitrarily small neighborhoods of y onto neighbor- 
hoods of py. But this is clear since there are arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the 
form v[y] where V is as above. It remains to show that v[y] rl fly’] is either empty 
or mapped onto G[t] nG[t’]. Suppose that WE c/[y] fl v[y’] where pw=s. If 

u~G[C]flG[t’], then by (ii) there exist ZJ’E Y, such that (y,t),(y’,z’)~ VC V,. 

Now, since (w,y) and (w,y’) are in VC V, and (s, u) E Go G c Cc, using (6) it follows 
that (w, z) and (w, z’) are in I’,,, . Using (6) again, we see that (z, z’) E I&, Then by (i) 
and discreteness of Y,, z = z’. Hence, v[y] tl v[y’] is mapped onto G[t] n G[t’]. 
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If T is a compact Hausdorff space, then T admits a unique uniformity such that 
the uniform topology agrees with the given topology and moreover, every open 
cover is a uniform cover [9, p. 197-2001. Hence, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.6. Suppose T is a compact Hausdorff space and p: Y+T is a con- 
tinuous map with TO fibers. Then p is an overlaying if and only if p is Cartesian in 
Un/Tfor some uniformity on Y. 

If T is a paracompact space, then every open cover is even, and the collection of 
neighborhoods of the diagonal of TX T form a subbase for a uniformity on T [9, p. 
156-1571. Thus, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.1. If p : Y+ T is an overlaying with Tparacompact, then uniformities 
can be chosen for Y and Tsuch that p is Cartesian in U&T. 

4. Cocartesian rings 

The category Aff of affine schemes is contravariantly equivalent to the category 
Ring of commutati8ve rings with identity. Thus, to determine Cartesian affine 
schemes it suffices to consider the dual concept in the category Ring. More 
generally, if K is a fixed commutative ring, to determine Cartesian objects in 
Aff/SpecK, one may consider the dual concept in Ring \ K, the category of 
commutative rings under K, or equivalently, the category of commutative K- 
algebras. Thus, if A is a category with finite colimits, we say an object A is 
cocartesian if AJl- : A+A has a left adjoint, or equivalently if A is Cartesian in AOP. 

Note that the coproduct in Ring \ K is given by &. 
Let A be a commutative K-algebra. Then A OK - can be considered either as an 

endofunctor of Ring \ K or of the category Mod K of K-modules. Moreover, 
T: Ring \ K-+Mod K denotes the forgetful functor, then the following diagram 
commutative 

Ring \ K 2 ModK 

AOK- 

I I 

A@K- 

Ring\ K- T ModK 

if 
is 

Now, T has a left adjoint S which associates to each module M the symmetric 
algebra SM. Note that the counit E~ : STA+A is surjective, and hence a coequalizer 
in Ring \ K. We shall use the following general lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be categories. Suppose that S-t T: A+B with the counit 
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eA : STA + A a coequalizer for every A E 1 Al, and suppose U and V are endofunctors 
of A and 0 respectively, such that TU= VT. If V has a left adjoint, so does LJ. 

Proof. Every object A of A can be written as a coequalizer between objects of the 
form SB where BE lB\, namely 

STA+ STA A A 

where .sA is the coequalizer of 

A’+ STA 

and f, = g,e,.. Hence, it suffices to show that A(SB, CJA) is a representable functor 
of A for every BE JBI. But if L i V, then 

A(SB, WA) 3 B(B, TUA) a B(B, VTA) 3 B(LB, TA) 3 A(SLB, A) 

as required. 

We shall abbreviate finitely generated to fg and finitely presented to fp. 

Lemma 4.2. The following are equivalent for any right K-module M over any ring 
K. 

(a) M is fg (respectively, fp). 
(b) For any family Ei of left K-modules, the induced homomorphism 

BJM : M& (pi Ei) -ffi (M@k Ei) is an epimorphism (respectively, isomorphism). 
(c) Condition (b) with Ei = K, for aIt i. 

Proof. The proof of (a) = (b) entails a standard application of the 5-Lemma [ 1, p. 51 
and is left to the reader. Also, (b)*(c) is obvious. We shall provide a proof of 
(c) = (a). Suppose 

is an epimorphism. Consider the element a e fl,M given by a,,, = m for all m EM. 
Then since 8 is surjective there exists (xi”= t m@k’) EM@(LT~K) whose image 
under 19 is a. Thus. we have 

forallmeM, soMisgeneratedbym,,...,m,. Another standard application of the 
j-Lemma show that M is fp when 0 is also a monomorphism. 

Theorem 4.3. A commutative K-algebra is cocartesian as an object of Ring \ K if 
and only if it is finitely generated and projective as a K-module. 
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Proof. Suppose that the commutative K-algebra A is cocartesian as an object of 
Ring \ K. Then A OK - : Ring \ K-Ring \ K preserves limits, in particular, products 
and monomorphisms. By Lemma 4.2(c) = (a), A is fp as a K-module since l7;K as a 
K-algebra is the product as a K-module. Now, if M is any K-module, M@K 
becomes a K-algebra by defining (m, k)(m’, k’) = (mk’+ m’k, kk’). Moreover, a 
monomorphism M’-+M of modules gives a monomorphism M’@K-+M@K of K- 
algebras. Hence, if A OK- p reserves this monomorphism of K-algebras, it must 
preserve the monomorphism of K-modules. Therefore, A is flat as a K-module. But 
a K-module is fp flat if and only if it is fg projective. This proves one direction. 

Suppose A is a commutative K-algebra which is fg projective as a K-module. 
Applying Lemma 4.1 with T: Ring \ K+Mod K the forgetful functor, we see that it 
suffices to show that A@,- : ModK+ModK has a left adjoint. If A is fg and 
projective, then A@,- is isomorphic to Horn&4 *,-) as endofunctors of ModK, 

where A * is the dual of A. Therefore, A OK- clearly has a left adjoint as an endo- 
functor of Mod K. 

Remark 1. If AlgK denotes the category of all K-algebras (not necessarily 
commutative), and if A is any K-algebra which is fg and projective as a K-module, 
then using the tensor algebra in place of the symmetric algebra and applying Lemma 
4.1 we see that AOK- : Alg K-+Alg K has a left adjoint. Note, however, that this 
does not say that A is cocartesian in Alg K since OK is not the coproduct. 

Remark 2. One can also consider the functor AOK-: Ring \ K-Ring \A. 

However, by the dual of Corollary 1.2(a) d (b), this functor has a left adjoint if and 
only if A&-: Ring \ K+Ring \ K has a left adjoint. 
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